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The Safety Sleeper®   
Assembly & User Manual  

(Twin & Single) 

ALWAYS follow assembly instructions 
Coverlet must be used at ALL times to  

prevent entrapment or suffocation. 

Use ONLY the recommended size  

mattress: See Technical Specs 
Maximum weight: 300 lbs. 

Still have questions or require an alternate format due to visual,  
reading, or cognitive disabilities? 

Call +1 724-967-5337 or email—customercare@abramsnation.com 

WARNINGS 

The Safety Sleeper® is manufactured in the United States and distributed glob-
ally by Abram’s Nation, LLC. The Safety Sleeper® was designed with the inten-
tion of addressing certain sleep wandering and security complications associ-
ated with various disabilities, including, but not limited to Angelman Syn-
drome, Autism and Smith-Magenis Syndrome. 

V2.4 Updated: 09/24/2019 

Patent: US 7,971,596 B2 
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FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE WARNINGS AND THE INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS 

INJURY OR DEATH 

 

 Read and follow instructions before assembly and use. SAVE THIS MANUAL FOR FUTURE 

REFERENCE. If you do not have instructions, DO NOT use this product. Contact Abram’s Na-

tion via customercare@abramsnation.com, 724-96-SLEEP or visit  

      https://www.abramsnation.com/ 

 Periodically inspect enclosure (wear, tear, loose stitching, and zippers) and frame (wear, 

bent or broken frame pieces, broken spring pins, sharp edges, or corrosion) for any damage 

that could compromise the safe usage of the product. If there is significant damage please 

contact our customer support to start repair process.  

 DO NOT use the The Safety Sleeper® if any parts are missing or broken. Contact or write 

Abram’s Nation for replacement parts and instructional literature if needed. DO NOT substi-

tute parts.  

 DO NOT alter the enclosure. Repairs should be done by Abram's Nation or distributors.  

 DO NOT climb on top of the enclosure. 

 In order to reduce the risk of tipping, use provided stability straps to secure the enclose and 

frame to the underlying standard wooden or metal bed frame (not included). 

 Non-fire retardant pillows, blankets, and stuffed animal are NOT recommended for this 

product as they reduce the flame protection it provides. 

 Ensure your in-home mattress (not provided) meets safety guidelines  

      (https://sleepproducts.org/advocacy/federal-mattress-regulations/) 

 

ENTRAPMENT AND SUFFOCATION HAZARD 

Coverlet must be used at ALL times to reduce the risk of serious injury or death from entrap-

ment or suffocation between the mattress and bed enclosure. 

WARNINGS 

mailto:customercare@abramsnation.com
https://www.abramsnation.com/
https://sleepproducts.org/advocacy/federal-mattress-regulations/
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Operating Conditions: The Safety Sleeper® is designed for normal indoor conditions. 

Storage Conditions: The Safety Sleeper® should be stored in the provided suitcase 

(30x18x12”) in ambient warehouse temperatures (15° to 25°C, or 59° to 77°F) at normal hu-

midity levels. Avoid excess moisture or high humidity that may damage product materials. 

Size Height Length Width 

Twin 42” (107cm) 75” (190.5cm) 40” (102cm) 

EU Single 107cm 200cm 94cm 

AU/UK Single 107cm 190cm 94cm 

Size Height Length Width 

Twin 8-10” 75” (190.5cm) 40” (102cm) 

EU Single 19-22cm 200cm 90cm 

AU/UK Single 22-27cm 188-190cm 90-92cm 

Enclosure & Frame Dimensions 

Weight 
Total weight including suitcase & air mattress: 
 Twin/Singles: 38 lbs (17.25 kg) 
 Maximum weight/load: 300 lbs (136 kg) 

Mattress Dimensions 
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The Safety Sleeper® is made of high quality, medical grade fabrics and aluminum and has an 

expected product life of at least 5 years. 

 

Materials 

Fabric & Mesh:100% Polyester Material Flame Resistant 

Bias Binding: 50% Cotton/50% Polyester 

Webbing: 100% Polypropylene 

Enclosure and door zippers: YKK #8 

Coverlet zippers: YKK #5 

LIFTING OR REMOVING THE ENCLOSURE 

 
CAUTION: Remove the regular mattress entirely before lifting or moving the enclosure. 
 
Even if the mattress is removed or only the air mattress is inside, we recommend lifting with 

two people grabbing the bottom of the frame. If only a single person is available to lift the 

frame, they should do so by holding the middle of the vertical uprights close to the plane of 

their body while keeping the bottom of the frame supported against their leg(s). 

Durability: 

Frame 

7/8” diameter aluminum 

Connectors ¾ inch diameter 

Fabric Strength 

Mesh 250 psi 

Enclosure: 300 psi 

Coverlet: 100 psi 
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ASSEMBLE FRAME BASE 

STEP 1: Lay all six pieces labeled B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6 on the ground with labels facing up. 

STEP 2: Connect B1 to B1, B2 to B2, and B3 to B3 in numerical order by pushing in button & 
sliding together until button clicks into place. 

STEP 3: Connect the B4 pieces to each other first, then align the B5 & B6 frame piece across 
from each other and connect to their counterparts at the same time to ensure they snap to-
gether properly. 

Assembly video also available at   

https://www.abramsnation.com/informational-downloads/assembly-disassembly/ 

https://www.abramsnation.com/informational-downloads/assembly-disassembly/
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ASSEMBLE TOP FRAME 

STEP 1:  Lay out four top frame pieces labeled T1, T2, T3, then connect by pushing in button & 

sliding together until button clicks into place. 

STEP 2:  Repeat for second top support using pieces with T4, T5, T6. 

STEP 3: Hold the T1-T3 vertically and line it up with the B2-B3 base piece making sure support 
pieces are facing towards the center of the frame and match the correct jaw slide (S1 to S1, S2 
to S2).  Line up each connection point so that push pin can slide through and then flip push pin 
toggles to secure the top pieces to the base. Secure the support pieces the same way. Repeat 
with the other side. 

NOTE: To release the push pins, push the head of the pin, align the toggle (horizontally), & 
pull out. 

7 
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ATTACHING ENCLOSURE TO FRAME 

STEP 1: Although the bed may be used directly on the 
floor, for added stability we recommend placing it on a 
bed frame (with or without a box spring) and using the 
provided stabilization straps to secure The Safety 
Sleeper frame to the bed frame. 
this after the mattress is installed. 

STEP 2: Lay enclosure with roof zippers facing up, 
inside base of the frame. 

STEP 3: Lift the top of the enclosure to the outer 
side of the frame and wrap the side of the zipper 
around the top horizontal bar of frame & zip all 
the way across to secure. 

STEP 4: Repeat step three for the other side of 
the frame. 

9 

STEP 4: Attach frame pad covers to the frame sides so that 
the triangle bottom covers the padding and push pins. 
 
TIP: When zipping the frame pad, hold it 2-3 inches higher 

up the pole, and then, once fully zipped, slide them the rest 

of the way down over the foam padding and push pins. 
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INSERTING THE MATTRESS (TWIN) 

For regular use in the home, your Safety Sleeper is intended to work with a standard 10” tall 
twin mattress (not provided). We provide an air mattress and suitcase for use when traveling. 

STEP 3: Close the Zipper around the end of 
the mattress. 

STEP 1: Unzip one of the mattress pockets on 
either end of the enclosure 
 
STEP 2: Slide the mattress in. 

HOME 

In the home, The Safety Sleeper® is intended for use with a standard mattress (not included) 

that is within the height parameters below. 

US Twin: Regular 8-10” tall twin mattress 

Australian & UK Single: Regular 22-27cm  tall single mattress 

EU Single: Regular 22cm tall single mattress 

 

TRAVEL 

Provided air mattress and built-in (US) or battery powered (International) pump. 
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ADDING AND REMOVING THE COVERLET 

The Safety Sleeper utilizes a coverlet design that creates a completely enclosed pocket for the 
mattress. The coverlet can easily be swapped out and washed (for more, see the “Washing and 
Care Instructions”). 
 
WARNING: A Coverlet must be used at all times to avoid risk of entrapment between the 
mattress and the enclosure. 

REATTACHING COVERLET: Start by sliding the pin (on the enclosure half of the zipper) through 
the zipper pull and into the box on the coverlet zipper half, then repeat the process above in 
reverse. 

Remove/Change Coverlet: 
STEP 1: Unzip the mattress pocket directly below The 
Safety Sleeper tag to gain access to the coverlet zipper. 

STEP 2: Detach Velcro lock and start to unzip coverlet. 
Pass zipper up through so it can be accessed from the 
top of the coverlet (from inside of the enclosure). 

STEP 3: Open the door of the bed to give yourself more access & continue unzipping the cov-
erlet from around the mattress until coverlet is separated completely.  (Do this process in re-
verse to reattach coverlet.) 
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WASHING & HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

WASH BEFORE FIRST USE 
 
Materials 
Fabric & Mesh:100% Polyester Material Flame Resistant. 
Bias Binding 50% Cotton/50% Polyester. 
Webbing: 100% Polypropylene. 

Washing Instructions 

DO NOT USE FABRIC SOFTENER 

DO NOT USE BLEACH 

DO NOT IRON 

DO NOT DRY CLEAN 

Machine wash on delicate cycle in either a front loading washing machine or a top-loading 

machine without a center agitator. All ZIPPERS must be CLOSED before washing. 

Tumble dry low heat only or line dry. 

DISCLAIMER: For proper use, care & assembly, all instructions must be specifically adhered to. 

Wash before first use of this product. Bed is not intended for use as a toy, play equipment or 

as a disciplinary device. Recommended for ages 3 and up. 
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SUITCASE PACKING INSTRUCTIONS 

The Safety Sleeper® is designed to also travel and comes with a suitcase and air mattress.  
Below is our recommended method for packing the suitcase. 

1. Lay triangular frame pads on left side. 

2. Carefully place folded enclosure over the frame pads. 

3. Pack Right Angle Curves from Base. 

4. Pack Double 45 Degree Angle Curves from Top Metal  
    Frame 

5. Pack Straight Pieces Angled Between Corners 

6. Pack frame straps and air mattress and secure with  
    the elastic suitcase straps 
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SUITCASE PACKING INSTRUCTIONS 

The provided air mattress is intended only for use within a secured coverlet and a fully zipped 

mattress pocket zipper.  

 

The following safety tips are provided by the air mattress’s manufacturer. 

 

Air Mattress Safety Tips 

 

1. Always keep your airbed fully inflated when in use. 

2. Never use an airbed in water. 

3. Keep your airbed away from fire. 

4. Do not use flammable substances (like aerosol tire repair products) with your airbed. 

 The mattress may ignite or explode. 

5. Keep the airbed away from stairs, windows and sharp, breakable objects. 

6. Never stand, walk or jump on your airbed. 

7. Always supervise children around airbeds. 

8. Inflate only with a low-pressure inflator. Do not over inflate. 

9. Stretching is a natural characteristic of new vinyl. During initial use, your airbed may be

 come soft and require additional inflation to maintain desired firmness. This is normal 

 for the first few days of use. 

10. Clean your airbed with mild soapy solution. Do not use chemicals. 

11. Use PVC glue and patches to repair. 

12. Always keep the flocked side of the mattress up. 

13. Do not leave built in pumps plugged in while inside of the enclosure. 

14. Follow the above guidelines to avoid entrapment, suffocation, serious injury or property 

 damage. 
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Regulations and Testing Compliance 

The Safety Sleeper® uses medical grade flame retardant fabrics and is subject to and  

compliant with the following regulations.  

 

 FDA Registered Medical Device 

 Operator: 10048434 

 Registration: 3011389091 

 Listing: D234571 

 CE Marked 

 EN 12182:2012 

 EN 1021-1/-2 

 General Product Safety Directive 2001/95/EC 

 Prop 65 Compliant (nothing that requires warnings) 

 REACH Regulation 1907/2006/EC 

 Regulation on Persistent Organic Pollutants 850/2004/EC 
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The Safety Sleeper®   

Assembly & User Manual  

(Full, Double, & Queen) 

ALWAYS follow assembly instructions Coverlet must be used at ALL times to  

Use ONLY the recommended size  Maximum weight: 300 lbs. 

Still have questions or require an alternate format due to visual,  

reading, or cognitive disabilities? 

Call +1 724-967-5337 or email—customercare@abramsnation.com 

WARNINGS 

The Safety Sleeper® is manufactured in the United States and distributed glob-

ally by Abram’s Nation, LLC. The Safety Sleeper® was designed with the inten-

tion of addressing certain sleep wandering and security complications associ-

ated with various disabilities, including, but not limited to Angelman Syn-

drome, Autism and Smith-Magenis Syndrome. 

V2.5 Updated: 09/25/2019 

Patent: US 7,971,596 B2 
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FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE WARNINGS AND THE INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS 

INJURY OR DEATH 

 

 Read and follow instructions before assembly and use. SAVE THIS MANUAL FOR FUTURE 

REFERENCE. If you do not have instructions, DO NOT use this product. Contact Abram’s Na-

tion via customercare@abramsnation.com, 724-96-SLEEP or visit  

      https://www.abramsnation.com/ 

 Periodically inspect enclosure (wear, tear, loose stitching, and zippers) and frame (wear, 

bent or broken frame pieces, broken spring pins, sharp edges, or corrosion) for any damage 

that could compromise the safe usage of the product. If there is significant damage please 

contact our customer support to start repair process.  

 DO NOT use the The Safety Sleeper® if any parts are missing or broken. Contact or write 

Abram’s Nation for replacement parts and instructional literature if needed. DO NOT substi-

tute parts.  

 DO NOT alter the enclosure. Repairs should be done by Abram's Nation or distributors.  

 DO NOT climb on top of the enclosure. 

 In order to reduce the risk of tipping, use provided stability straps to secure the enclose and 

frame to the underlying standard wooden or metal bed frame (not included). 

 Non-fire retardant pillows, blankets, and stuffed animal are NOT recommended for this 

product as they reduce the flame protection it provides. 

 Ensure your in-home mattress (not provided) meets safety guidelines  

      (https://sleepproducts.org/advocacy/federal-mattress-regulations/) 

 

ENTRAPMENT AND SUFFOCATION HAZARD 

Coverlet must be used at ALL times to reduce the risk of serious injury or death from entrap-

ment or suffocation between the mattress and bed enclosure. 

WARNINGS 

mailto:customercare@abramsnation.com
https://www.abramsnation.com/
https://sleepproducts.org/advocacy/federal-mattress-regulations/
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Operating Conditions: The Safety Sleeper® is designed for normal indoor conditions. 

Storage Conditions: The Safety Sleeper® should be stored in the provided suitcase 

(30x18x12”) in ambient warehouse temperatures (15° to 25°C, or 59° to 77°F) at normal hu-

midity levels. Avoid excess moisture or high humidity that may damage product materials. 

Size Height Length Width 

Full 42” (107cm) 75” (190.5cm) 55” (140cm) 

Queen 45” (114cm) 80” (203cm) 61.5” (156cm) 

EU Double 107cm 200cm 144cm 

AU/UK Double 107cm 191cm 141cm 

Size Height Length Width 

Full 8-10” 75” (190.5cm) 54” (137cm) 

Queen 10-12” 80” (203cm) 60” (152.2cm) 

EU Double 19-22cm 200cm 140cm 

AU/UK Double 22-27cm 188-191cm 137-138cm 

Enclosure & Frame Dimensions 

Weight 
Total weight including suitcase & air mattress: 
 Full/Doubles: 42 lbs (19 kg) 
 Queen: 48 lbs (21.75 kg) 
Maximum weight/load: 300 lbs (136 kg) 

Mattress Dimensions 
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The Safety Sleeper® is made of high quality, medical grade fabrics and aluminum and has an 

expected product life of at least 5 years. 

 

Materials 

Fabric & Mesh:100% Polyester Material Flame Resistant 

Bias Binding: 50% Cotton/50% Polyester 

Webbing: 100% Polypropylene 

Enclosure and door zippers: YKK #8 

Coverlet zippers: YKK #5 

LIFTING OR REMOVING THE ENCLOSURE 

 
CAUTION: Remove the regular mattress entirely before lifting or moving the enclosure. 
 
Even if the mattress is removed or only the air mattress is inside, we recommend lifting with 

two people grabbing the bottom of the frame. If only a single person is available to lift the 

frame, they should do so by holding the middle of the vertical uprights close to the plane of 

their body while keeping the bottom of the frame supported against their leg(s). 

Durability: 

Frame 

7/8” diameter aluminum 

Connectors ¾ inch diameter 

Fabric Strength 

Mesh 250 psi 

Enclosure: 300 psi 

Coverlet: 100 psi 
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ASSEMBLE FRAME BASE 

STEP 1: Lay all six pieces labeled with a B# (B1-B8) on the ground with labels facing up. 

STEP 2: Connect B5 to B5, B6 to B6, B7 to B7, and B8 to B8 by pushing in button & sliding to-
gether until button clicks into place. 

STEP 3: Next connect the B1 and B2 pieces to each other first, then align the B3 & B4 frame 
piece across from each other and connect to their counterparts at the same time to ensure 
they snap together properly. 

Assembly video also available at   

https://www.abramsnation.com/informational-downloads/assembly-disassembly/ 

https://www.abramsnation.com/informational-downloads/assembly-disassembly/
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ASSEMBLE FRAME TOP 

STEP 1:  Lay out four top frame pieces labeled T1, T2, T3, and T4, then connect by pushing in 

button & sliding together until button clicks into place. 

STEP 2:  Repeat for second top support using pieces with T5, T6, T7, and T8 

STEP 3: Hold the T1-T4 vertically and line it up with the black connector on the outside of the 
B3 and B4 joints, making sure support pieces are facing towards the center of the frame and 
match the correct jaw slide (S1 to S1, S2 to S2).  Line up each connection point so that push pin 
can slide through and then flip push pin toggles to secure the top pieces to the base. Secure 
the support pieces the same way. Repeat with the other side. 

NOTE: To release the push pins, push the head of the pin, align the toggle (horizontally), & 
pull out. 

7 
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ATTACHING ENCLOSURE TO FRAME 

STEP 1: Although the bed may be used directly on the 
floor, for added stability we recommend placing it on a 
bed frame (with or without a box spring) and using the 
provided stabilization straps to secure The Safety 
Sleeper frame to the bed frame. 

STEP 3: Lay enclosure with roof zippers facing up, 
inside base of the frame. 

STEP 4: Lift the top of the enclosure to the outer 
side of the frame and wrap the side of the zipper 
around the top horizontal bar of frame & zip all 
the way across to secure. 

STEP 5: Repeat step three for the other side of 
the frame. 
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STEP 2: Attach frame pad covers to the frame sides so that 
the triangle bottom covers the padding and push pins. 
 
TIP: When zipping the frame pad, hold it 2-3 inches higher 

up the pole, and then, once fully zipped, slide them the rest 

of the way down over the foam padding and push pins. 
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INSERTING THE MATTRESS 

For regular use in the home, your Safety Sleeper is intended to work with a standard 10” tall 
twin mattress (not provided). We provide an air mattress and suitcase for use when traveling. 

STEP 3: Close the Zipper around the end of 
the mattress. 

STEP 1: Unzip one of the mattress pockets on 
either end of the enclosure 
 
STEP 2: Slide the mattress in. 

HOME 
Twin: Regular 10” tall Twin Mattress (not provided) 
Australian & UK Single: Regular 22-27cm  tall single mattress 
EU Single: Regular 22cm tall single mattress 
 
 
TRAVEL 
Provided air mattress and built-in (US) or battery powered (International) pump. 
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ADDING AND REMOVING THE COVERLET 

The Safety Sleeper utilizes a coverlet design that creates a completely enclosed pocket for the 
mattress. The coverlet can easily be swapped out and washed (for more, see the “Washing and 
Care Instructions”). 
 
WARNING: A Coverlet must be used at all times to avoid risk of entrapment between the 
mattress and the enclosure. 

REATTACHING COVERLET: Start by sliding the pin (on the enclosure half of the zipper) through 
the zipper pull and into the box on the coverlet zipper half, then repeat Step 3 above in re-
verse. 

Remove/Change Coverlet: 
STEP 1: Unzip the mattress pocket directly below The 
Safety Sleeper tag to gain access to the coverlet zipper. 

STEP 2: From the underside of the coverlet, detach 
Velcro lock and start to unzip coverlet. Pass zipper up 
through so it can be accessed from the top of the cov-
erlet (from inside of the enclosure). 

STEP 3: Move around to the side door and open the door of the bed to give yourself 
more access & pulling the zipper from the upper side of the coverlet, continue unzipping 
the coverlet from around the mattress until coverlet is separated completely.  (Do this pro-
cess in reverse to reattach coverlet.) 
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WASHING & HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

WASH BEFORE FIRST USE 
 
Materials 
Fabric & Mesh:100% Polyester Material Flame Resistant. 
Bias Binding 50% Cotton/50% Polyester. 
Webbing: 100% Polypropylene. 

Washing Instructions 

DO NOT USE FABRIC SOFTENER 

DO NOT USE BLEACH 

DO NOT USE 

DO NOT DRY CLEAN 

Machine wash on delicate cycle in either a front loading washing machine or a top-loading 

machine without a center agitator. All ZIPPERS must be CLOSED before washing. 

Tumble dry low heat only or line dry. 

DISCLAIMER: For proper use, care & assembly, all instructions must be specifically adhered to. 

Wash before first use of this product. Bed is not intended for use as a toy, play equipment or 

as a disciplinary device. Recommended for ages 3 and up. 
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SUITCASE PACKING INSTRUCTIONS 

The Safety Sleeper® is designed to also travel and comes with a suitcase and air mattress.  
Below is our recommended method for packing the suitcase. 

1. Lay triangular frame pads on left side. 

2. Carefully place folded enclosure over the frame pads. 

3. Pack Right Angle Curves from Base. 

4. Pack Double 45 Degree Angle Curves from Top Metal  

    Frame 

5. Pack Straight Pieces Angled Between Corners 

6. Pack frame straps and air mattress and secure with  

    the elastic suitcase straps 
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SUITCASE PACKING INSTRUCTIONS 

The provided air mattress is intended only for use within a secured coverlet and a fully zipped 

mattress pocket zipper.  

 

The following safety tips are provided by the air mattress’s manufacturer. 

 

Air Mattress Safety Tips 

 

1. Always keep your airbed fully inflated when in use. 

2. Never use an airbed in water. 

3. Keep your airbed away from fire. 

4. Do not use flammable substances (like aerosol tire repair products) with your airbed. 

 The mattress may ignite or explode. 

5. Keep the airbed away from stairs, windows and sharp, breakable objects. 

6. Never stand, walk or jump on your airbed. 

7. Always supervise children around airbeds. 

8. Inflate only with a low-pressure inflator. Do not over inflate. 

9. Stretching is a natural characteristic of new vinyl. During initial use, your airbed may be

 come soft and require additional inflation to maintain desired firmness. This is normal 

 for the first few days of use. 

10. Clean your airbed with mild soapy solution. Do not use chemicals. 

11. Use PVC glue and patches to repair. 

12. Always keep the flocked side of the mattress up. 

13. Do not leave built in pumps plugged in while inside of the enclosure. 

14. Follow the above guidelines to avoid entrapment, suffocation, serious injury or property 

 damage. 
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Regulations and Testing Compliance 

The Safety Sleeper® uses medical grade flame retardant fabrics and is subject to and  

compliant with the following regulations.  

 

 FDA Registered Medical Device 

 Operator: 10048434 

 Registration: 3011389091 

 Listing: D234571 

 CE Marked 

 EN 12182:2012 

 EN 1021-1/-2 

 General Product Safety Directive 2001/95/EC 

 Prop 65 Compliant (nothing that requires warnings) 

 REACH Regulation 1907/2006/EC 

 Regulation on Persistent Organic Pollutants 850/2004/EC 
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